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Introduction 
This paper is devoted to the local study of the following geometric structures. A 
Lagrangian 2-web (M2n, 3n, G”, U) is a symplectic manifold M2” with the symplectic 
form w and two transversal Lagrangian foliations 3‘” and G”. A Legend&n 2-web 
(M27L+1, F”, G”, E2n) is a contact manifold M2n+1 with the contact distribution E2” 
and two Legendrian foliations 3n and G” which generate E at each point. A divergence- 
free 2-web (&In+‘, 7, G”, V) is a manifold Mn+lc equipped with a volume-form V and 
two transversal foliations 3’” and Gk. A 3-web (M2”,Fn,Gn,W) is a manifold M2” 
with three pairwise transversal foliations 3n, G” and ‘H”. 
Local eqvivulence of the above structures is a foliations-preserving local diffeomor- 
phism, which preserves the symplectic form in the case of Lagrangian 2-webs, the 
contact distribution-in the case of Legendrian 2-webs, and the volume form-in the 
case of divergence-free 2-webs. 
In each case we distinguish trivial webs. The trivial Lugrungiun 2-web is &$2n = 
{ql,...,Qn,Pl,...,Pn} with w = C dpi A dqiy foliated by affine subspaces par- 
allel to coordinate p- an q-spaces. The trivial Legendriun 2-web is R2n+1 = 
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h... ,Qn,Pl,***, pn,u} with the contact structure defined by the contact form 
X = dv - Cp;dq;, foliated by affine subspaces parallel to coordinate p-space and by 
the family of spaces {U = C c;q;, p; = c;}, where cl, . . . , c, are parameters. The trivial 
divergence-free 2-web is IRn+k = {xl,. . . ,x,, yr, . . . , yk} with V = dxl A.. .Adx,Adyl A 
. . . A dyk foliated by affine subspaces parallel to coordinate x- an y-spaces. Finally, the 
trivial 3-web is R2” foliated by three families of parallel n-dimensional affine subspaces. 
The above structures are “rigid’‘-they have local invariants of differential geometri- 
cal type (if one reduces the number of foliations by one in each case, the corresponding 
structures become “soft”, i.e., locally equivalent to the standard ones). Namely, the 
following result holds. 
Theorem 0.1. (i) To a germ of Lagrangian 2-web on M2” corresponds a natural 
symplectic torsion-free connection on TM 
(ii) To a germ of divergence-free 2-web (Mn+k,3n,Gk) corresponds a natural con- 
nection on the linear bundle det 3 
(iii) To a germ of Legendrian 2-web on M2+l corresponds a natural Cartan connec- 
tion on M, with the groups H c G, where G = SL(n + l,R), and H is the stabilizer 
of a point with respect to the natural action of SL(n + 1, Iw) on the jlag manifold 
Fl,,(n t 1; R>. 
(iv) To a germ of S-web on M2” corresponds a natural connection on TM (not 
necessarily torsion-free). 
In all the cases an equivalence of webs induces an equivalence of the corresponding 
connections; and the webs are locally equivalent to the trivial ones ifs the correspond- 
ing connections are flat. 
Another approach to the problem of local equivalence of the above structures is to 
study their local normal forms. 
Given a germ of Lagrangian 2-web, apply a diffeomorphism which transforms the web 
to the standard X x Y-grid in R2n = {xl,. . . ,x, ; yr, . . . , yn} (but possibly “spoils” the 
symplectic structure). Since both X- and Y-foliations are Lagrangian, the symplectic 
structure is 
w= c 
;,j 
where H(x, y) is a function. This function is defined up to summation with functions 
which depend only on x- or only on y-variables (this does not affect w), and up to the 
action of diffeomorphisms of R2n which preserve the product structure: 
(x, Y> H (X(4, Y(Y)). 
An equivalence relation on the space of functions H(x, y) arises; and the problem is 
to describe the normal form of classes of equivalence. 
Similarly, a divergence-free 2-web can be considered as a volume form G(x, y)dxl A 
. . . dx, A dyl A. . .A dyk on IRn+k = X x Y = {x1, . . . , x, ; yr . . . , yk}. Product-structure- 
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preserving diffeomorphisms multiply G by their Jacobians, which are products of func- 
tions which depend only on 2- or only on y- variables. This defines an equivalence 
relation on the space of functions G(z, y); and the problem of normal forms arises. 
Consider a germ of Legendrian a-web (M*+l, .P-*, Gn-‘), and let X” = 
M/G, Y” = M/F be the spaces of leaves. h4 is imbedded into X x Y as the “in- 
cidence hypersurface” which consists of pairs of points (~:,y) such that G, n 3y # 0. 
Consider a function F : X x Y -+ Ii% which vanishes exactly on M. The hypersurface 
h4 c X x Y is non-degenerated in the following sense: the restriction of the l-form 
C dF/ax; dx:; onto M is a contact form (this condition does not depend on the choice 
of F). The function F is defined up to multiplication by non-vanishing functions and, 
again, up to the action of product-structure-preserving diffeomorphisms. This defines 
an equivalence relation on the space of functions F(x, y) and poses the problem of their 
normal forms. 
Theorem 0.2. There are local coordinates in which the above functions H, G, F have 
the following normal forms: 
(9 H(x7 Y) = Cl<i<n x;Yi + Cl<i,j,k,l(n 
(ii) G(x,y) = 1 +r 
Hijk[XiXjYk?J/ + terms of degree > 5; 
I+<~, lGi(k GijxiYj + terms of degree 2 3; 
(iii) F(x, y) = %+Yn +C16i+_1 xiYi+cI<; j I; [<n-l F;jklXiXjYkYI +terms of degree 
2 5, where CI~i+_1 
\7? 7, 
F;j;l = 0 for all j, 1. In each case, the normal form determines 
the value of the connection of Theorem 0.1 at the origin. 
Systematic study of 3-webs and Legendrian 2-webs started in the 1920’s. W. Blashke 
[3,7] observed that the obstruction to triviality of a plane S-web is the failure of a 
hexagon consisting of “threads” of the web to be closed (Fig. 1). Blashke also con- 
structed the curvature form of a plane S-web. If its foliations are defined by l-forms 
(Y, /3, y, normalized by (Y + ,0 + y = 0, then there exist functions f and g such that 
da= fa/\P, d/?=gaA/? 
and the form d( f ,f3 - ga) d oes not depend on the choice involved. Moreover, vanishing 
of this curvature form is necessary and sufficient for hexagonality. The general case 
of 3-webs was considered by S.S. Chern [10,13], who constructed the connection of 
Theorem 0.1 (iv) by rather involved calculations with differential forms. 
A#B 
Fig. 1. 
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Approximately at the same time, E. Cartan [5,6] studied the second-order ordinary 
differential equation y” = Q(z, y, y’) up to diffeomorphisms of the (z, y)-plane. To such 
an equation a Legendrian 2-web in the space of l-jets Jl(lR,) corresponds, consisting 
of fibers of the projection J1(IR) - Jo(R) and of l-jets of solutions of the equation; 
equivalence of equations corresponds to equivalence of Legendrian 2-webs [1,4]. Graphs 
of solutions of the equation form a family of plane curves such that through each 
point in each (non-vertical) direction passes one curve. Cartan proved that such a 
structure defined a “projective connection” on the space of contact elements to the 
plane. This was generalized by M. Hachtroudi [14] to the case of hypersurfaces in Rn; 
and still further generalized by S.S. Chern [S] to arbitrary codimensions. Hachtroudi’s 
connection is essentially the one of Theorem 0.1 (iii). 
As was above mentioned, the local classification of Legendrian 2-webs is equivalent 
to local classification of non-degenerate hypersurfaces in the product space X x Y. The 
complex counterpart of this problem-a real hypersurface in a complex space-was 
solved in [9,11] and in [12], where complex Legendrian 2-web appear under the name 
of Segre families. The result again is a certain Cartan connection on M; Chern and 
Moser also constructed the local normal form of a real hypersurface, which coincides 
with the one of Theorem 0.2 (iii) up to terms of degree 4. 
Lagrangian 2-webs were considered in [15] under the name of bipolarized symplec- 
tic manifolds; and the connection of Theorem 0.1 (i) was constructed there. A more 
detailed discussion of its properties can be found in [17]. Notice that in the plane case 
the connection in question measures the failure of the equality ab = cd, where a, b, c, d 
are the areas of quadrilaterals bounded by “threads” of the web (Fig. 2). 
The goal of this paper is to consider all four web structures in one context and to 
produce a coordinate-free construction of the Cartan connection, corresponding to Leg- 
endrian 2-webs. The author hopes that this approach agrees with the general philosophy 
of symplectic geometry expressed by the “equality”: [a]. 
ab # cd 
I 
Fig. 2. 
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Symplectic geometry/Contact geometry = Linear geometry/Projective geometry. 
The first part of the paper is devoted to Lagrangian 2-webs, divergence-free 2-webs 
and 3-webs; the second part deals with the (harder) case of Legendrian 2-webs. 
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Part I 
1. Bott’s connection 
Throughout this part we systematically use the following construction. Let (M,F) 
be a foliation. Its normal bundle v(3) is by definition the factor bundle TM/T3. 
Restrict v(3) onto a leaf F of F. A neighborhood of the zero-section is identified with 
a tubular neighborhood of F in M and thus is foliated by the leaves of .F. It follows 
that v(F) 1 F carries a flat connection (Bott’s connection ). If u is a vector-field tangent 
to F and v is a section of v(F), th en this connection can be described as follows. Lift 
v to a vector-field u on M and let 
V,(V) = [u, U] mod T (3). 
One readily verifies that this formula defines the Bott’s connection. 
2. Lagrangian 2-webs: first construction 
Consider a Lagrangian 2web (M, .F, G, u). W e h ave two natural exact sequences: 
O+T3+TTM%(3)+0, 
0 + TG + TM 3 v(G) -+ 0. 
Projections ~1 et 7r2 identify TG c TM with v(F) and T3 c TMwith v(G). If u 
is a vector field tangent to F, then Bott’s connection defines its action on v(F) and 
thus on TG. Similarly vector fields tangent to G act on T3. This is “one half” of the 
connection we want to construct. 
The other half is the action of vector fields tangent to F on fields tangent to F, and 
of fields tangent to G on themselves. Since 3 and G are Lagrangian, the symplectic 
form defines the non-degenerated linear map 
w : T3 @ (TM/T3) + R. 
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It follows that T3 N v(3)* (and TG N v(G)*). Bott ‘s connection defines the action 
of vector fields tangent to F on v(3)” and therefore on T3 (and the action of fields 
tangent to G on TG). This completes the construction of the connection on M (compare 
with [17]). Th e explicit formulas can be found in the next section. 
Since the above construction was performed in terms of the symplectic structure w, 
it follows that w is parallel with respect to this connection. 
Remark. The above construction also defines a connection on the bundle T3 over M. 
3. Local formulas 
Calculations are simplified if one chooses a coordinate system in which the foliation 
G becomes trivial. Namely, there are coordinates 51,. . . , z,, yr, . . . , yn on M such that 
G is vertical, i.e. consists of affine subspaces parallel to coordinate y-space and w = 
C dx;Adyi. Th ese coordinates are not unique since one may act by symplectomorphisms 
(or Hamiltonian vector fields) which preserve G. 
Consider the projection A : X x Y + Y along leaves of 3. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a coordinate system in a neighborhood of the origin such 
that 
A(x, y) = y -j- terms of order > 2 in y. 
Proof. If a Hamiltonian vector field 
c 
dH d dH d 2)= --_~- 
i dXi dyi dyi 8X; 
preserves the vertical foliation G, then [alay;, ] w is vertical for all j. Therefore H has 
to be linear in y. Hence Hamiltonian vector fields, preserving G, are of the following 
two types. 
c dF(x) d dz;dy; Or c y.aG,(x) 8 d 
i 
’ 8X; dyi 
~- - Gj(x)gg; j = l,...,n. 
i 
Applying the flow of a field of a first kind, one makes the leaf of 3 through the origin 
horizontal; hence A(x, 0) = 0. Similarly, one trivializes the l-jet of A(x, y) by flows of 
fields of the second kind. Cl 
Now we can describe vector fields that generate foliation 3. Let these fields be 
d 
c 
d 
Vi=az;t Uijdy;; i= l,...,n. 
j 
Lemma 3.2. There are functions Fpq(x) such that 
Uij = c d2F,, 
PA 
dxixj ypys + terms of order > 3 in y. 
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Proof. By the previous lemma the expansion of a;j in y-variables starts with terms of 
order 2. So 
We have two conditions: the fields vi generate Lagrangian distribution and they 
generate a foliation. The first one implies that 
a?? = c$?? 
a3 32 ’
while the second one implies that [vi, v~j] is a linear combination of vk. A direct calcu- 
lation mod(y3) shows that 
aaP9 
k3 _ aa:: 
3Fpdzj’ 
It follows that uy: = ~‘Q;&x)/&c~ for some functions Q”,,. Now symmetry in i and j 
implies that 
aQb, _ aQj,, 
azj-asi; 
therefore, Q& = OF,,/&; for some functions Fpq. 0 
Corollary 3.3. The above connection is torsion-free (see also [ 171). 
Proof. Torsion involves only first derivatives, and it follows from the previous lemma 
that the torsion at the origin vanishes. Cl 
The same argument shows that the value of the curvature R of the connection at 
the origin depends on 2-jets of functions Fpg. For example, 
n(-&,vj)vp = c g$-%. t 
9 
4. Second construction: pseudo-Riemann metrics and Lagrangian distributions 
Another way to construct the connection is to consider the quadratic form related 
to the Lagrangian 2-webs. The symplectic form defines the non-degenerated pairing 
w:TS@TG-IW, 
and one extends it by linearity to a quadratic form of the signature (n, n) on TM = 
T3 $ TG. To this form a unique torsion-free connection corresponds, and since the 
connection constructed in Section 3 preserves this quadratic form and is torsion-free, 
this is the same connection. 
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Corollary 4.1. The leaves of the foliations F and G are flat with respect to our 
connection. 
The construction of this section actually holds for a pair of two transversal La- 
grangian distributions, not necessarily integrable. However, there is a difference be- 
tween the local properties of Lagrangian 2-webs and pairs of Lagrangian distributions: 
Lagrangian foliations are locally trivial while Lagrangian distributions have functional 
modules. Namely, a Lagrangian distribution on IR2n is a map from IR2n into the La- 
grangian Grassmanian A, which has the dimension of n(n + 1)/2. Thus the space 
of such distributions has the “functional dimension” of n(n + 1)/2. Two distributions 
are equivalent if they are related by a symplectomorphism. The space of symplec- 
tomorphisms has the “functional dimension” of 1 because its tangent space is the 
Lie algebra of Hamiltonian functions with the Poisson bracket. Therefore, the space 
of equivalence classes of Lagrangian distributions has the “functional dimension” of 
n(n + 1)/2 - 1 = (n + 2)(n - 1)/2, which is positive when n > 1. To make these 
considerations strict (to get rid of the inverted commas above), one proceeds along the 
lines of [19,18] where the case of all smooth distributions was settled. 
5. Normal form for the function H 
Consider a germ of a Lagrangian 2-web. The 2-web is diffeomorphic to the X x Y -2- 
web in R2n = (21, . . . , s,; Yr, . . . , yn}. 
The symplectic structure o in IlR2n is such that both X- and Y-spaces are Lagrangian. 
The exterior differential in a product space is decomposable: 
df = d, f t dyf, where d,f = C gdxi and 
x2 
dyf = C $dyi. 
z 
Lemma 5.1. There exist a function H(x, y) such that 
w = d,d,H = c x, $dxi A dyj. 
YJ 
Proof. Since X- and Y-spaces are Lagrangian, w consists only of the “mixed” terms 
a;j(x, y)dx; A dyj. Since w is closed, w = dX where 
X = C fidxi + gjdyj = Q + /3. 
The absence of terms dx; A dxj and dyi A dyj in w implies d,a = 0 and dyp = 0 
Thus (Y = d,F, p = d,G, and 
w = dX = (d, + d,)(d,F -I- d,G) = d,d,(G - F) = d,d,(H). 0 
Now we are looking for the normal forms of these functions H with respect to 
the summation with functions of x or of Y, and the action of the product-structure- 
preserving diffeomorphisms 
(x:, Y) H (X(x), Y(Y)). 
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Proposition 5.2. There are local coordinates such that 
H(x, Y) = 1 x;y; + c Hijklx;xjyky~ + terms of order > 5. 
Proof. Constant and linear terms can be “killed” by addition of some functions f(z) 
and g(y). Consider the second-order terms. The “pure” terms z;zj and y;yj can be 
“killed” in the same way. What remains is C H;jx;y.j, and the matrix H;j should be 
non-degenerate because it is the value of the symplectic structure at the origin. The 
linear map 7~; ++ C H;jyj takes th e second-order term to the desired form. 
Now let’s deal with terms of the third order. “Pure” terms are “killed” by addition 
of f(x) and g(y). What remains is 
c aijkxixjyk t bijkxiyjyk- 
these are “killed” by the substitution 
xk H xk - c aijkxixj, Yi ++ Yi - c bijkYjYk* 
By a similar argument, “pure” terms of the fourth order are “killed” by addition; 
and mixed terms of the type 
c aijklxixjxkY1 and c bijklXiYjYkY[ 
by the substitution 
Xl H Xl - c aijklxixjxk, Yi - c bijkl!/j!/kYl* 0 
To relate the function H to the above constructed connection, we apply the diffeo- 
morphism 
Then &(x) of Section 3 become c H;j,qx;xj. Therefore, coefficients H;jk/ are com- 
ponents of the curvature tensor at the origin. 
6. Two examples of Lagrangian 2-webs 
Consider IW2% with its standard symplectic structure, and let L and M be two 
Lagrangian submanifolds. Let x E Iw 2n be a point such that there are tangent n- 
dimensional space through x to L and M. If L and M are generic, then through every 
point of a neighborhood U of x pass tangent spaces to L and M; these spaces form 
a Lagrangian 2-web in U. It is interesting to find out for which L and A4 this web is 
equivalent to the trivial one. Let us mention that a similar question about plane S-webs 
has the following answer (H. Graf, R. Sauer): the plane 3-webs consisting of tangent 
lines to the curves LI, L2, La is hexagonal iff all curves Li are parts of a curve of the 
third class (i. e., its dual curve is a cubic) see [3]. 
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To construct another example, consider the manifold M of rays in Iw”, i.e. the Grass- 
man manifold of oriented affine lines in IWn. This manifold carries a natural symplectic 
structure [2] and is symplectomorphic to T*S”-’ with its canonical symplectic form 
“+A@“. Let A and B be two hypersurface in IP and E be a line which intersects both. 
In a neighborhood of 1 E A4 a 2-web arises; leaves of the first foliation consist of rays 
through fixed points of A, leaves of the second one consist of rays through points of B. 
This web is Lagrangian since rays through a point form a Lagrangian submanifold of 
the space of rays. For which A and B is this web equivalent to the trivial one? 
7. Divergence-free 2-webs 
Let (Mn+lc,_Tn,Gk) b e such a web, V the volume-form on M. Define t 
det T3, q = det TG. Since TM = T3 $ TG, det TM = [ @ 7, and the volume-form 
defines non-degenerated pairing [ N q*. 
v 
Let u be a vector field tangent to G. Then u acts on v(G) (Bott’s connection); 
therefore, the operator V, on det y(G) N [ is defined. Let v be a vector field tangent 
to 3. In a similar way the operator V, on det v(G) 21 77 is defined. But v N [*; 
therefore, 2, acts also on [* and hence on t as well. This defines a connection on the 
linear bundle t over M. 
Lemma 7.1. In coordinates (xl,. . . , x,, yr, . . . , yk) for which 3 and G are X- and 
Y-spaces and V = G(x,y)dxl A . . .dx, A dyl A . . . dyk, the curvature of the above 
connection is 
d,d, In G = c TL($z)dxi A dyj. 
The proof is a straightforward calculation. 
The normal form of G(z, y) with respect to multiplying by functions of only x- 
variables or y-variables is obtained as follows. Linear terms 
1 + c six; + bjyj 
are “killed” by multiplying by 
(1 - &xi)(l - cbjyj), 
and “pure” quadratic terms 
1 + C a;jxixj + bijy;yj 
by multiplying by 
(1 - c aijxixj) (1 - bijy;yj). 
The remaining “mixed” quadratic terms are coefficients of the curvature at the origin. 
Observe that a Lagrangian 2-web (M2n, 3”, G”, w) defines a divergence-free 2-web; 
the volume-form is wn The curvature 2-form of this divergence-free 2-web is the Ricci 
curvature tensor of the connection corresponding to the Lagrangian a-web [17]. 
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8. S-webs 
The case of 3-webs is dealt with similarly. Let (M2n, 3’“, G”,FP) be such a web. 
The tangent space Tl-t C TM = T3 $ TG can be considered as a graph of a non- 
degenerated linear map T3 + TG, identifying TG with TT. 
Let u be a vector field tangent to 3. Bott’s connection defines the action of u on 
v(3) III TG. Since T3 N TG, the action of u on T3 is defined as well. Therefore 
Vu on TM is defined. In a similar way one defines the action of vector fields tangent 
to G on TM. The same construction holds even for non-integrable distributions Z. 
Notice that this connection is not neccessarily torsion-free. Neither is it symmetric 
with respect to 3,G and ‘H. 
Part II 
1. Legendrian 2-webs and non-degenerated hypersurfaces of a product-space 
As we have explained in the Introduction, to a germ of a Legendrian 2-web 
(M2n-1,3Tn-1, Gnvl) corresponds the imbedding M c X” x Y”, where X” = M/G, 
Yn = M/3. A germ of the hypersurface M c Xn x Y” is called non-degenerate if, 
given a function f : X x Y -+ lR which vanishes exactly on M, the l-form d,f 1~ is a 
contact form. 
Lemma 1.1. The hypersurface M c X” x Y” corresponding to a Legendrian 2- 
web is non-degenerate. Two Legendrian 2-webs are equivalent ifl the corresponding 
hypersurfaces are related by a product-structure preserving difleomorphism. 
Proof. The form d, f vanishes on affine spaces parallel to coordinate y-space; therefore, 
it vanishes on the leaves of G which are intersections of M with these spaces. Similarly, 
d, f vanishes on leaves of 3. But d, f = df - d, f, and df vanishes on tangent spaces 
to M. Therefore, d, f vanishes on the space T3 $ TG which is the contact hyperplane 
in M. 
Equivalence of Legendrian 2-webs induces a diffeomorphism of the corresponding 
hypersurfaces in the product-spaces X x Y. Conversely, given a non-degenerate hyper- 
surface M C X x Y the web in M consists of intersections of M with affine spaces 
parallel to coordinate z- and y-spaces. •I 
Notice that the non degeneracy condition implies that d,f A (ddzf)“-l # 0 on M. 
It follows that df A d,f A (dd,f)+l # 0 near M in X x Y, or 
d,f A dyf A (dzd,f)“-’ # 0. 
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2. Cartan connections 
Recall the definition of Cartan connection [16]. Let M” be a manifold, H c G be 
Lie groups, h c g their Lie algebras, and n = dim(g/h). Let P -+ M be a principal 
H-bundle. A Cartan connection is a g-valued l-form o on P such that: 
(i) (Y is a linear isomorphism of TP onto g; 
(ii) let x E h, x* is the corresponding vector field on P. Then o(x*) = x; 
(iii) let X E H, R, is the right action of X on P and ad is the adjoint action of H 
on g. Then (Rz)*a = (adX-‘)a. 
The notion of Cartan connection generalizes that of a linear connection: take G = 
A(n) the affine group, H = GL(n) th e mear group. An important example of Cartan 1 
connection is projective connection; it corresponds to G = SL(n + l,Iw), H = the 
stabilizer of a point with respect to the natural action of SL(n + l,Iw) on IUP. A 
projective connection on Mn can be also thought of as an (n + 1)dimensional vector 
bundle En+’ over M” with a connection V, with a distinguished linear subbundle I’ 
such that the linear map v : TM + Hom(& E/J) defined by 
cp(v)e = V,e mod [ 
is a linear isomorphism. Notice that Hom(t, E/t) is the tangent space of P(E) at the 
point [. 
The Cartan connections on M 2n-1 that we shall deal with correspond to G = SL(n+ 
l,E), H = the stabilizer of a point with respect to the natural action of SL(n + l,Iw) 
on the flag manifold Fl,,(n + 1, Iw) of flags consisting of lines and hyperplanes in IWn+l. 
Such connections can be thought of as a flag of linear bundles [r c qn c En+l 
over M2+l, En+’ being equipped with a connection V such that the linear map 
cp : TM t Hom(J, E/t)@ Hom(q, E/v) d e ne fi d as above is a linear isomorphism onto 
the kernel of the map ?rr 8 7r2, where 
~1 : Hom(t, El0 + Hom(t, Elrl), =2 : Hom(v, E/v) + Hom(t, E/v), 
are the natural projections. The flag manifold Fr,,(n+l) carries a flat Cartan connection 
of this type, where (E, 0) is the trivial bundle Fr,,(n + 1) x IWn+’ with its product 
connection, and t1 and qn are tautological bundles over the flag manifold. Notice also 
that 
Ker ~1 8 7~ c Hom(l, E/t) @ Hom(l;l, E/q) 
is the tangent space of the flag manifold FI,~(E”+~) at the point (el, qn). 
It is known that leaves of a Legendrian foliation carry a canonical flat projective 
connection [a]. To construct it in the above discussed terms, let (M2n-1, Fnml) be a 
Legendrian foliation, E 2n-2 the contact distribution. Consider the bundle v*(3) over 
a leaf F of 3 with its flat Bott’s connection. E defines a codimension one subbundle 
in v(3); let t’ be its annihilator in v*(3). This data defines the projective connection 
on F. (In a similar way one defines a canonical flat linear connection on leaves of a 
Lagrangian foliation (M2n, 3): h y pl t’ f t e s m ec rc orm defines the isomorphism T3 N 
v*(3) and v”(3) carries the Bott’s connection.) 
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3. Model example of a Legendrian 2-web 
Here we discuss in details the trivial Legendrian 2-web. Let Vn+* be an (n + l)- 
dimensional vector space and Q 2n+1 c V x V’ be the quadric {(v,t) = O}. Consider 
the following diagram: 
Q 2n+l c v x v* - ((0 x v*> u (V x O)} 
I I 
N2" c P(V x v* - ((0 x V’) u (V x 0))) 
1 L 
J,f2n-1 c P(V)x P(v*). 
Here, M is the projective quadric which can be identified with the flag manifold 
FI,n(V): to a point (v, {) E V XV’ corresponds the flag consisting of the line spanned by 
v and of Ann [ in V. The intersections of M with spaces P(V) x pt and pt x P(V) form 
a trivial 2-web (3, G) on M. The vertical arrows of the diagram are natural &%*-bundles. 
Q also carries two foliations 3 and G, which are intersections of Q with spaces V x pt 
and pt XV*. Ob serve that Q/3 = V*, Q/G = V; therefore, ~(3) = TV*, v(c) = TV. 
These normal bundles are dual with respect to the linear symplectic structure in V x V*. 
4. Construction of a Cartan Connection by a Legendrian 2-web 
The idea is to construct a diagram similar to the one of the previous section. Let 
(J,,f2n--1,7--1,Gn-1) b e a germ of a Legendrian 2-web, M c X” x Yn where X = 
M/G, Y = M/3. Let M2” be the symplectization of M, that is, the conical submanifold 
of T*M consisting of linear functionals which vanish on the contact distribution E2n-2 
in M. Then N carries a canonical l-form X; its value at the point (x,/),x E M, 1 E T,*M 
on the tangent vector (o,q), equals l(v) ( f i one chooses a contact form Xe on M then 
N = M x I& and X = t&). The form dX is a canonical symplectic structure of N ([2]). 
Let (Y = det v(3)-‘I”+‘, p = det ~(G)-l/“+l be two linear bundles over M,t = 
(TM/E)*. Then N is the total space of the bundle [ ; let Q2%+l be the total space of 
(Y $ /3. From the exact sequences 
0 + 3 --f TM --f v(3) + 0, 
o --+ G --f v(3) + TM/E ---f 0, 
it follows that 
v(3) $ v(G) 21 TM $ t*. 
Therefore, det ~(3) @ det v(G) = det TM @I(-’ = [-(n+l) or 0 @ ,0 = E. This makes 
it possible to define the projection Q -+ N. 
Now we construct two n-dimensional foliations 3n and Gn on Q2nf1. The Bott’s 
connection defines parallel translation of ~(3) along leaves of 3 (and of v(G) along 
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leaves of G); therefore, one can translate the fibers of LY and /3 along leaves of .F and 
G, respectively. Let (20, ~0, PO), 20 E M be a point of Q. The leaf of $ through this 
point consists of (z,o,p) E Q such that 2 belongs to the leaf of F through xu and cr is 
a parallel translate of eye along this leaf. The definition of G is similar. The foliations 
y and G are in general position: their leaves intersect each other at distinct points. 
However, the codimension-one distribution on Q spanned by $ and 6, fails to be a 
contact structure. Let ‘u. and v be the vector fields on Q which correspond to the natural 
R*-actions on the principal IR*-bundles o and p. Both fields preserve the 2-web (y, G); 
‘u. is tangent to G and w to F. 
N also carries two foliations F’” and G” of dimension n- the inverse images of F 
and G. These foliations are Lagrangian, and the intersections of their leaves are one- 
dimensional. The projection Q + N induces diffeomorphisms of the leaves of y and F 
(and of G and G. ) Since leaves of Lagrangian foliations carry a canonical flat linear 
connection, leaves of F and G carry a canonical flat linear connection, too. 
Let Xn+l = Q/G:, pn+l = Q/y:; X and Y are the bundles of l/(n+ 1)densities over 
X and Y, respectively. Q is imbedded into X x P as the “incidence hypersurface”. 
One obtains the following diagram: 
QA T?XP 
I" 1 
N L, X x Y/JR* 
1 1 
ML XXY 
which is an analogue of the diagram of the previous section. 
Let f : X x Y ---) R be a function which vanishes exactly on M. Then i*d,f is a 
contact form on A4 and d,f A dyf A (d,dz)f”-* # 0 along M. Since df is a section of 
the dual normal bundle v*(M), one concludes that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between contact forms on M and trivializations of v*(M). Therefore, N = v*(M). 
Let X = n*X. Both fields u and w are in Ker A; u--21 spans Ker dX because it is tangent 
to the fibers of the bundle Q + N. Since dX is the symplectic form, one concludes that 
(di)” # 0, but i A (di)” = 0. Let f” : if x ? --) R be a function which vanishes 
exactly on Q, and such that j*d,f = i. The function fl is defined up to multiplication 
by functions which are identically 1 on Q. Consider the 2-form d,d,f = w in X x Y 
along Q. 
Lemma 4.1. w is defined up to summation with a form $0, where $ is a function 
and R = dgf A dzf is a well-defined 2-form of rank 2. w is a symplectic form; the 
corresponding volume-form wn+l is well -defined and equips X x Y with a structure of 
a divergence-free 2-web, which is equivalent to the trivial one. 
Proof. Let’s see how a change of f affects w. If $1 = YE, then 
w1 = dGd& = ydGdzf + dgv A dE f + dpf A dz.cp + fdgdzv. 
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The last term vanishes on Q. Since q = 1 on Q, 9 = 1-t $ - _f and 
wl = w + $d5j A dzj. 
Let a and b be coordinates in the fibers of the bundles Q and ,f3; let f : X x Y ---f IR 
be a function which vanishes on M. Then fl= abf and 
w = fdaAdb+ad,f Adb+bdaAd,f +abd,d,f. 
It follows that 
W n+l = Const .(ab)%db A da A dyf A d,f A (d,d,f)“+l # 0. 
In the same way one checks that w n+l does not depend on the choice of f. By 
construction this volume form is the product of densities cy and p, which depend only 
on z- or y-variables, respectively. Therefore, the corresponding divergence-free 2-web 
is equivalent to the trivial one. 0 
Remark. Triviality of this 2-web is reflected in the vanishing of the convolution C; fij;l 
in the normal form of the Theorem O.a(iii); this convolution is the curvature of the 
divergence-free 2-web. 
Fix a function fi the symplectic form defines the structure of a Lagrangian 2-web 
in _% x p (along Q). Let V be the corresponding connection in the bundle TX + Q 
(see Remark in Section 1.2). Let 7’ be the linear subbundle spanned by v; one obtains 
the flag $ C TF C T_% of vector bundles over Q. As was explained in Section 11.2, to 
V the linear map 9 corresponds: 
v : TQ + Hom($, TX/$) $ Hom(TF, Tz/TF). 
Denote by ~1 and 9.72 its components; let ~1 and 7r2 be the natural projections 
Hom(#, T%/$) + Horn($) TX/T?), 
Hom(TF, T_%/TF) -+ Hom($, T_?/TF). 
Proposition 4.2. The map 9 does not depend on the choice off. Its kernel is spanned 
by the vector fields u and v; its image is Ker(nr 8 82). 
Proof. We shall check the claim concerning ~1; the case of ~2 is dealt with similarly. 
Let A : TX -+ T*p be the linear isomorphism corresponding to w. In coordinates 
d 
v=b- 
db’ 
~=abd~d,f+ad,fAdb+bda~d,f. 
It follows that 
A(v) = i,w = -abdyf = -d& 
which is a well-defined functional on T?, with the kernel TC?‘. 
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Let wr = w + $,52 be another symplectic form, A1 the corresponding isomorphism. 
Since Ker fl = TF‘$TG, A1 -A vanishes on T$ and its image is spanned by Ann TG c 
T’?‘, i.e. by d~f. It follows also that Im(A;l - A-‘) = $. 
Let w E TQ; denote by wr and w2 its X and p components. The value of V,(v) 
does not depend on the choice of w-it’s the Bott’s connection. Consider V,,(U), By 
definition it equals A-‘(V,, (Aw)), where V d enotes now the Bott’s connection on T*p 
along 2. V,, (7~) is well-defined, and 4-l (V,, (Aw)) is well-defined mod vl. Therefore, 
(~1 does not depend on the choice of f. 
Let’s check that vi(u) = VI(U) = 0. S ince the fields u and 2) commute, cpr(u) = 
[u, ~1 = 0. Since 2, preserves G:, it preserves dcf = Ann T&‘, as well. Therefore, 
V,(v) = A-‘(V,(Aw)) = A-‘(V&f”) = (A-‘(dCf)) = $. 
It follows that PI(D) = 0. 
Since nrp( w) = xzp(w) = V,( ) w mod TF, Im p c Ker(;lrr 8 ~2). Finally, v is an 
isomorphism of TQ/(u, w) onto Ker(nr 8 ~2) b ecause TF $ TG is a non-degenerated 
distribution. 0 
Now we can construct the desired Cartan connection. Consider the flag of bundles 
over M: 
~*cT~cT~ (*) 
(the linear bundles 7’ and (Tx/Ty)* now do not have the sections v and dGf, which 
were well-defined on Q); let E be the associated bundle with the fiber Fr,,(Rn+‘). 
Then (*) defines a section of E and Ker(ar 8 ~2) are the tangent spaces to the fibers 
of E along this section. Since the vector fields u and w generate fibers of Q + M, and 
since cp identify TQ/(u, w) with Ker(rr 8 x2), the tangent spaces TM are identified 
with Fr,n(iRn+l). 
Let H be the stabilizer of a point with respect to the natural action of SL(n + 1, R) 
on Fr,,(IR”+r). To the flag of bundles (*) corresponds a principle H-bundle P over M; 
and the identifications TM = TFl,,(IV+‘) = sl(n + l)/& could be extended to the 
sl(n + 1, R)-valued l-form on P, which commutes with the action of H in the required 
way. This is the Cartan connection on M. 
5. Projective structure on a normal bundle of leaves 
Projections of the leaves of F onto X = M/G form an n-parameter family of hy- 
persurfaces in X with the property that given a contact element to X there exists a 
unique hypersurface from this family tangent to this contact element. Let F be one of 
such hypersurfaces. 
Lemma 5.1. The (n + l)-dimensional total space v(F) of the normal bundle to F in 
X carries a canonical fiat projective connection. 
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Proof. Consider F as a leaf of .F; let E be the contact distribution on M. The conormal 
bundle V*(F) h as the linear subbundle Ann E N <*; the Bott’s connection (locally) 
trivializes V*(F) 1 F, identifying F with P(P), where V is a fiber of V*(F). The 
bundle [* over F is identified with the tautological linear bundle over P(V), and the 
normal bundle v(F) to F in X with [. 
Therefore, it is enough to show that the total space of the bundle [, dual to the 
tautological bundle [* over P(V), carries a canonical projective structure. The total 
space of the bundle [ $ t* consists of the pairs (u, a), where v E V is a vector and o 
is a linear functional on the line spanned by V. It follows that the total space of [ $ ,$* 
is V” $ R1 = Un+l; and the total space of < is P(U). 0 
Remark. A Legendrian 2-web on a S-dimensional contact manifold is the same as a 
second-order O.D.E. In this case, the above Lemma reads (see [l]): “A second-order 
ordinary differential equation defines a structure of a local projective plane on the 
normal bundle of a graph of its solution.” 
6. The normal form of a non-degenerated hypersurface of a product space 
Let’s proceed to the normal form of Theorem 0.2(iii). Recall that we study germs of 
functions f : X X Y + Iw which vanish on a non-degenerated hypersurface M through 
the origin; and the equivalence relation is multiplication by non-vanishing functions 
and the action of the product-structure-preserving diffeomorphisms 
(27 Y) + (X(4, Y(Y)). 
Choose coordinates so that the tangent space to M at the origin is (2, + yn = O}. 
Then the l-jet of f is 2, + yn. We shall consider terms of order 2,3 and 4 step by step. 
Start with the following observations. If f contains the “pure” terms cp(~) or $(y), 
one can eliminate them by applying the diffeomorphism 
X, = 2, - P(4, Y, = Yn - $J(Y). 
One can also “kill” the ideal (xn + yn) by multiplying f by (1 + g(z, y)), where 
g(O,O) = 0. Therefore we work modulo this ideal. 
Consider terms of order two. There are no “pure” terms, and terms of type zny; and 
ynx; are equal mod(z, + yin) to -ynyi and -5,x;, which are pure again. Therefore, the 
quadratic component off is C a;jsiyj, i, j < n- 1, where aij is a non-degenerate matrix 
since M is non-degenerate. Changing coordinates, one makes the quadratic component 
canonical: 
Consider terms of order three. Again there are only mixed terms. The terms: 
c GjkXiXjYk, k<n-1, or c bijkXiYjYk, i<n-1, 
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are killed by the substitution: 
xk = xk - CUijXiXj, x = Y; - c bijkyjyk, 
and the terms 
c U;jX;Xj?Jn Or c b;jYiYjXn 
are pure mod(x, •t y,); therefore, they could be killed in the same way. 
Consider terms of order four. Pure terms “x4” and “y4”, as well as mixed terms 
"x3y" and Uxy37' are dealt with as above. Mixed terms “x2y2” which contain x, or yn 
have, mod(x, + yn), the type “zy3” or s3y; therefore, they could be killed too. 
so, 
f = z, •I Yn •I CXiYi t ~&jklxixjYkYir i,j,k,i < TX- 1. 
We want to kill the convolution C; Fijil. Let 
H = C H,jx,Yj, p,_i < n - 1 
be a quadratic form. After the substitution 
the function f acquires the new terms 
-(x:n + y,)H and xn~n c HipHpjxiYj. 
After multiplying by (1-t H) the former “dies”, and the latter is eliminated as before. 
Also the new term H. (C xiyi) appears, which means that terms of order four of the 
function f are to be considered modulo the ideal (C xiy;). This makes it possible to 
kill the convolution. Cl 
7. A construction of Legendrian 2-webs from Lagrangian 2-webs 
A class of Legendrian 2-webs can be constructed by contactization of Lagrangian 2- 
webs. Let M2” be an exact symplectic manifold, i.e., w = dX for some l-form X. Define 
its contactization Q 2n+1 to be M x IF& with the contact form dt - X. This form depends 
on the choice of X; however, if Xr - X = df f or some function f, the corresponding 
contact manifolds are contactomorphic. A Lagrangian manifold L c A4 is called exact 
if X 1 L = dp for some function 9, which is called a generating function of L ([2]). 
Exact Lagrangian manifolds lift to the contactization as Legendrian manifolds 
Uz,t) I 2 E Jkt = VW>. 
Consider a germ of the Lagrangian 2-web X” x Y” with the symplectic form w = 
d,d,H(x,y). Then w = dX with X = d,H. The leaves of X- and Y-foliations are exact 
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Lagrangian manifolds with generating functions H and zero, respectively. A Legendrian 
2-web on X x Y x IR$, with the contact form dt - d,H arises: 
leaves of .F = {(~,y,t) 1 y = const, t = H(z,y) + const}, 
leaves of G = {(~,y,t) 1 z = const,t = const}. 
The spaces of the leaves are 
&/G=Xx&, &/F=YxIw,, 
and & is embedded into X x Y x Iwt x R, as the hypersurface: 
{t = c + H(z, y)}. 
Notice that the vector field d/dt preserves the contact structure of Q and the Legen- 
drian 2-web on it. The existence of such a field is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a Legendrian 2-web to be the contactization of a Lagrangian 2-web. An example 
of a Legendrian 2-web which is not a contactization of a Lagrangian 2-web is as fol- 
lows. Let R3 = {(q,p,u)} be the standard contact space with the contact structure 
defined by l-form dv - pdq. Let the foliations be generated by the vector fields d/dp 
and pd/du + d/dq + u3(u + q)a/b’p. 
Then, a direct (but tedious) calculation shows that there exist no nontrivial contac- 
tomorphisms preserving both foliations. 
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